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Abstract—The main challenges of age estimation from facial expression videos lie not only in the modeling of the static facial appearance, but also in the capturing of the temporal facial dynamics. Traditional techniques to this problem focus on constructing handcrafted features to explore the discriminative information contained in facial appearance and dynamics separately. This relies on sophisticated feature-refinement and framework-design. In this paper, we present an end-to-end architecture for age estimation, called Spatially-Indexed Attention Model (SIAM), which is able to simultaneously learn both the appearance and dynamics of age from raw videos of facial expressions. Specifically, we employ convolutional neural networks to extract effective latent appearance representations and feed them into recurrent networks to model the temporal dynamics. More importantly, we propose to leverage attention models for salience detection in both the spatial domain for each single image and the temporal domain for the whole video as well. We design a specific spatially-indexed attention mechanism among the convolutional layers to extract the salient facial regions in each individual image, and a temporal attention layer to assign attention weights to each frame. This two-pronged approach not only improves the performance by allowing the model to focus on informative frames and facial areas, but it also offers an interpretable correspondence between the spatial facial regions as well as temporal frames, and the task of age estimation. We demonstrate the strong performance of our model in experiments on a large, gender-balanced database with 400 subjects with ages spanning from 8 to 76 years. Experiments reveal that our model exhibits significant superiority over the state-of-the-art methods given sufficient training data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

HUMAN age estimation from faces is an important research topic due to its extensive applications ranging from surveillance monitoring [1], [2] to forensic art [3], [4] and social networks [5], [6]. The widely-used discriminative features for age estimation are appearance-related, such as wrinkles in the face, skin texture and luster, hence plenty of prevalent methods focus on modeling the appearance information from the static face [7], [8]. Recent studies [9], [10] also indicate that the dynamic information in facial expressions like temporal properties of a smile can be leveraged to significantly improve the performance of age estimation. It is reasonable since there are intuitive temporal dynamics involved in facial expressions which are relevant to the age. For instance, the exhibited facial movement like wrinkles in the smiling process is different for people of different ages.

The traditional approaches to age estimation from facial expression videos focus on constructing handcrafted features to explore the discriminative information contained in static appearance and temporal dynamics separately, and then combining them into an integrated system [9], [10]. However, these kinds of methods rely on sophisticated feature design. In this work, we propose a novel end-to-end architecture for age estimation from facial expression videos, which is able to automatically learn the static appearance in each single image and the temporal dynamics contained in the facial expression simultaneously. In particular, we employ convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to model the static appearance due to its successful representation learning in the image domain. The learned latent appearance features for each image are subsequently fed into recurrent networks to model the temporal dynamics. In this way, both static appearance and temporal dynamics can be integrated seamlessly in an end-to-end manner. A key benefit of this design is that the learned static appearance features and temporal dynamic features are optimized jointly, which can lead to better performance for the final task of age estimation. Additionally, the end-to-end manner of our method avoids separating feature design from the age regression as a two-stage procedure, which is the typical way of the methods using handcrafted features.

Attention models have been proposed to let models learn by themselves to pay attention to specific regions in an image [11] or different segments in a sequence [12], [13] according to the relevance to the aimed task. Likewise, different facial parts (in each single image) and different phases of the expression (in the inspected video) may exhibit varying degrees of salience to age estimation. To incorporate attention, we customize a specific attention module for spatial facial salience detection. To detect temporal salience in the sequential expression, we mount a temporal attention module upon the recurrent networks. It serves as a filtering layer to determine the amount of information of each frame to be incorporated into final age regression task. All functional modules of our proposed Spatially-Indexed Attention
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Model (SIAM) including convolutional networks for learning appearance, recurrent networks for learning dynamics, two attention modules as well as the final age regression module can be trained jointly, without any manual intervention.

Extensive experiments on a real-world database demonstrate the substantial superiority of our model over the state-of-the-art methods. Our model has the capacity to learn and it could do even better on more data while other models potentially saturate and do not get better no matter how much data you give them. Notably, larger training data tends to explore more potential of our model and expand its advantages compared to other methods.

II. RELATED WORK

In this study, we propose to effectively learn spatial and temporal patterns of aging in an attended end-to-end manner for a more reliable age estimation. To comprehend the related concepts, in this section, the literature on automatic age estimation will be summarized, and an overview of neural attention models will be given.

A. Automatic Age Estimation

Based on the fact that age information is crucial to understand requirements or preferences of people, automatic estimation of age from face images has quite a few real-life applications, and thus, it has been a very active area of research over the last two decades. Biometric search/authentication in facial image databases, denying purchase of unhealthful products (e.g. alcohol and tobacco) by underage customers, and personalization/adaptation of interactive systems to the users (displaying personalized advertisements) can be counted as some examples of the use of age estimation.

One of the major requirements in facial age estimation is the capturing/modeling of facial properties that change by age. These patterns are related to craniofacial development [14] and alteration in facial skin (e.g. wrinkles) [15]. While the majority of earlier studies in the area focus on describing such patterns using engineered (handcrafted) representations such as local binary patterns (LBP) [16] and its variations [17], Gabor filter based biologically-inspired aging features (BIF) [18], and shape-based features [19], some studies propose to capture aging patterns through learning-based approaches such as subspace learning [1], [20]–[23], PCA-tree-based encoding [24], and metric learning [25], [26].

The increase in the number and size of facial age databases, and the recent dramatic improvements in the field of deep learning have shifted the focus towards deep architectures to learn complex (nonlinear) patterns of facial aging from a large collection of face images. For instance, [27] presents the first exploration of employing CNNs for age estimation, where representations obtained from different layers of CNN are used. In [28], a multi-task CNN architecture is proposed to optimize the facial representation jointly for age and gender estimation. Reference [29] models the features extracted from a pre-trained CNN (VGG-Face [30]) using the kernel extreme learning machines. Reference [31] uses VGG-16 CNN architecture [32] (pre-trained on ImageNet images) and fine-tunes the model using a multi-class classifier for age estimation. Then, softmax-normalized output probabilities are used for the final prediction. Differently from conventional methods, [31] solely employs face detection for face alignment rather than using facial landmark detection, leading to a more accurate age estimation. In [33], Agustsson et al. complement [31] with their proposed Anchored Regression Network (rather than employing softmax classifier on top the VGG-16 CNN architecture), enhancing the reliability. In a recent study [34], Xing et al. have analyzed different loss functions and CNN architectures for age estimation as well as employing a joint optimization together with race and gender classification tasks. Unlike previous methods that use deep neural networks in a supervised manner, [35] investigates an unsupervised learning framework for CNN features by applying k-means to learn convolutional filters of a single-layer CNN. Obtained CNN features are refined by subsequent unsupervised recurrent neural networks (with randomly initialized parameters) and projected into a discriminative subspace for age estimation by training an SVM or SVR.

In contrast to regression and multi-class classification, some studies approach age estimation as an ordinal ranking problem. For instance, [36] presents a deep (category-based) ranking model that combines deep scattering transform and ordinal ranking. Reference [37] formulates the problem as ordinal regression using a series of binary classification tasks which are jointly optimized by a multiple output CNN architecture. In [38], instead of a multiple output model, a series of basic CNNs are employed (a separate CNN for each ordinal age group), and their binary outputs are aggregated. Such an approach allows capturing different patterns for different age groups.

The use of deep architectures has significantly improved the reliability of automatic age estimation, especially under pose and illumination variations. Facial expression variation, however, is still a challenge since expressions form deformations on the facial surface that can be confused with aging-related wrinkles. Yet, only a few recent works in the literature explore solutions for this issue [39]–[42]. Guo and Wang [39] model correlation between aging features of the neutral face and a specific expression (i.e. smile) of individuals. Learned correlation is used to map the features of expressive faces to those of neutral ones. In this way, the confusing influence of expressions in aging patterns are removed. However, this method requires an accurate estimation of facial expressions (before the age estimation), and a separate training for each expression of interest using neutral and expressive face images of each subject in the training dataset. Reference [40] learns a common subspace for a set of facial expressions that reduce the influence of expressions while preserving the aging patterns. Reference [41] defines four age groups, and models each facial expression in each age group as a different class for cross-expression age estimation. In a similar manner, [42] proposes a multi-task framework that jointly learns the age and expression using the latent structured support vector machines.

Interestingly, until a recent work of Hadid [43], none of the methods in the literature have used facial videos for age estimation. In [43], the volume local binary patterns (VLBP)
features are employed to describe spatio-temporal information in videos of talking faces for age grouping (child, youth, adult, middle-age, and elderly). Yet, this video-based method ([43]) could not perform as accurate as the image-based methods. On the other method, more recently, Dibeklioğlu et al. have presented the first successful example of video-based age estimation [9], where displacement characteristics of facial landmarks are represented by a set of handcrafted descriptors extracted from smile videos, and combined with spatio-temporal appearance features. In a follow-up study, Dibeklioğlu et al. [10] have enhanced their engineered features so as to capture temporal changes in 3D surface deformations, leading to a more reliable age estimation. It is important to note that these two studies exploit the aging characteristics hidden in temporal dynamics of facial expressions, rather than reducing the influence of expressions in aging features. Thus, following the informativeness of temporal dynamics of facial expressions and based on the success of deep models, the current study proposes a deep temporal architecture for automatic age estimation.

Because the literature on automatic age estimation is extensive, for further information, we refer the reader to [4], [44], and to the more recent [45].

B. Attention Models

Much of progress in neural networks was enabled by so-called neural attention, which allows the network to focus on certain elements of a sequence [12], [13], [46] or certain regions of an image [11] when performing a prediction. The appeal of such models comes from their end-to-end nature, allowing the network to learn how to attend to or align data before making a prediction.

It has been particularly popular in encoder-decoder frameworks, where it was first introduced to better translate between languages [13]. The attention network learned to focus on particular words or phrases when translating sentences, showing large performance gains on especially long sequences. It has also been extensively used for visual image and video captioning, allowing the decoder module to focus on parts of the image it was describing [11]. Similarly, the neural attention models have been used in visual question answering tasks, helping the alignment between words in the question and regions in the image [47]. Spatial Transformer Networks which focus on a particular area of image can also be seen as a special case of attention [48]. Somewhat relatedly, work in facial expression analysis has explored using particular regions for facial action unit detection [49], [50], however, they did not explore dynamically attending to regions depending on the current facial appearance. Our work is inspired by these attention models, but explores different ways of constructing neural attention and applying it to age estimation.

III. Method

Given a video displaying the facial expression of a subject, the aim is to estimate the age of that person. Next to that, the model is expected to capture the salient facial regions in the spatial domain and the salient phase during facial expression in the temporal domain. Our proposed Spatially-Indexed Attention Model (SIAM) is composed of four functional modules: 1) a convolutional appearance module for appearance modeling, 2) a spatial attention module for spatial (facial) salience detection, 3) a recurrent dynamic module for facial dynamics, and 4) a temporal attention module for discriminating temporal salient frames. The proposed model is illustrated in Figure 1. We will elaborate on the four modules in a bottom-up fashion and explain step by step how they are integrated into an end-to-end trainable system.

A. Convolutional Appearance Module

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have achieved great success for automatic latent representation learning in the image domain. We propose to employ CNNs to model the static appearance for each image of the given video. Compared to conventional handcrafted image features which are generally designed independently of the aimed task, the features learned automatically by CNNs tend to describe the aimed task more accurately due to the parameters learning by back-propagation from the loss function of the aimed task.

Our model contains three convolutional layers with coarse-to-fine filters and subsequent two fully-connected layers.
The output of the last fully-connected layer is fed as input to recurrent modules at the corresponding frame. Response-normalization layers [51] and Max-pooling layers follow the first and second convolutional layers. The ReLU [52] function is used as the nonlinear activation function for each convolutional layer as well as the fully-connected layer. We found that creating deeper networks did not lead to a performance improvement, possibly due to comparatively small training dataset used. It should be noted that the spatial attention module presented subsequently in Section III-B is embedded among convolutional layers to perform facial salience detection. The details are depicted in Figure 1.

For each frame, the input image with size $114 \times 114 \times 1$ is filtered by the first convolutional layer with 128 kernels with size $7 \times 7$ and stride size 2. The second convolutional layer filters the output of the first convolutional layer with 256 kernels of size $5 \times 5$. The spatial attention module (Section III-B) then takes as input the output of the second convolutional layer and extracts the salient regions in the face. The generated attended feature map containing salience is filtered by the third convolutional layer that has 256 kernels of size $3 \times 3$. The first fully-connected layer has 4096 neurons while the second fully-connected layer has 4096 neurons as the subsequent recurrent network (as will be explained in Section III-C).

It should be noted that the same convolutional module is shared across all frames in the time domain. Thus, the forward pass of the convolutional module can be computed in parallel for all frames. In the backward pass, the parameters in the convolutional module are optimized by back-propagating output gradients of the upper recurrent module through all frames.

**B. Spatial Attention Module**

The goal of the spatial attention module is to dynamically estimate the salience and relevance of different image portions for the downstream task (in our case age estimation). It is implemented as a feature map filter embedded after one of the convolutional layers in the convolutional appearance modules to preserve the information based on the calculated saliency score.

Formally, suppose the output volume $F$ of a convolutional layer $L$ has dimensions $M \times N \times C$, with $C$ feature maps of size $M \times N$. The spatial attention module embedded after the convolutional layer $L$ is denoted by a matrix $A$ with the same size $M \times N$ as the feature map. The element $a_{ij}$ of $A$ indicates the attention weight (interpreted as saliency score) for the feature vector $F_{ij}$ composed of $C$ channels located at $(i, j)$ (i.e., $|F_{ij}| \equiv C$) in the feature map. Each feature vector corresponds to a certain part of the input image (i.e., receptive field). Therefore, the receptive field of the attention becomes larger when the attention module is inserted in latter convolutional layers. Section V-A.2 presents an experimental comparison of the different positions of spatial attention module in the convolutional appearance module. In practice, we insert the spatial attention module after the second convolutional layer.

We propose a spatially-indexed attention mechanism to model $A$. Concretely, the attention weight $A$ is modeled by two fully-connected layers: the first layer is parameterized by individual weights for each entry of feature map while the second layer shares the transformation weights across the whole map. Thus the attention weight $a_{ij}$ is modeled as:

$$a_{ij} = \sigma(u^T\tanh(W_{ij}F_{ij} + b_{ij}) + c)$$

Herein, $W_{ij} \in \mathbb{R}^{d \times C}$ is the transformation matrix for the first fully-connected layer and $u^T \in \mathbb{R}^d$ is the weight vector for the second fully-connected layer to fuse the information from different channels and $c$ is a bias term. A sigmoid function $\sigma$ is employed as the activation function at the top layer of the attention module to constrain the attention weight to lie in the interval $[0, 1]$. The obtained attention matrix $A$ controls the information flowing into the subsequent layer in the convolutional appearance module by an element-wise multiplication to each channel (feature map) of $F$:

$$I = F \odot A$$

Here $I$ is the output of the spatial attention module, which is fed into the subsequent layer of the convolutional appearance module.

It is worth mentioning that we use individual weights ($W_{ij}$) for the first layer and shared weights $u$ for the second fusion layer in the spatial attention module (this will be called a spatially-indexed mechanism). The first layer is expected to capture the local detailed (fine-grained) variation while the second fusion layer is designed to capture the global variation and smooth the attention distribution. It is different from the design of the soft attention model for image caption generation [11], in which the transformation weights are shared in both two layers of the attention model. In that scenario, the attention model is used to capture the related objects in the input image to each word of generated caption and the objects are always easily separable from the background scene in the image. By contrast, we aim to capture the salient parts in a face image, which requires to model more detailed variation. Employing shared weights in both layers tends to blur the spatial variation. Besides, the typical attention model is translation-invariant. Namely, if the picture is rearranged, the attention would be very similar, whereas our attention is spatially-indexed. Section V-A.1 provides an comparison between different attention mechanisms by visualizing the learned attention weight distribution.

**C. Recurrent Dynamic Module**

The temporal facial dynamics are expected to contribute to age estimation, which has been demonstrated by Dibeklio˘glu et al. [10]. In contrast to the handcrafted dynamics features they use [10], we propose to employ recurrent networks to capture the underlying temporal information automatically. The potential advantages of using recurrent networks are that (1) they learn relevant dynamics feature to the aimed task (age estimation) smoothly and progressively over time; (2) all modules in our model can be trained jointly in an end-to-end manner to be compatible with each other.

Suppose the output appearance feature of last fully-connected layer of convolutional appearance module is
The salience score for each frame, thereby filtering the output dynamic module to capture the temporal salience information.

Concretely, we calculate the weighted sum of the hidden-unit representation for all frames of the recurrent dynamic module to be the information summary \( s \) for the whole video:

\[
s = \sum_{t=1}^{T} o_t z_t
\]

Ultimately, the predicted age of the corresponding subject involved in the video is estimated by a linear regressor:

\[
y = k \cdot s + b
\]

where \( k \) contains the regression weights.

**E. End-to-End Parameter Learning**

Given a training dataset \( D = \{x_1^{(n)}, y_1^{(n)}, x_2^{(n)} y_2^{(n)}, \ldots, x_N^{(n)}, y_N^{(n)}\} \) containing \( N \) pairs of facial videos and their associated subject’s age, we learn the involved parameters of all four modules (convolutional appearance module, spatial attention module, recurrent dynamic module, and temporal attention module) and the final linear regressor jointly by minimizing the mean absolute error loss of the training data:

\[
\mathcal{L} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{n=1}^{N} |y^{(n)} - \hat{y}^{(n)}|
\]

Since all modules and the above loss function are analytically differentiable, our whole model can be readily trained in an end-to-end manner. The loss is back-propagated through four modules successively using back-propagation through time algorithm [53] in the recurrent dynamic module and normal back-propagation way in other parts.

**IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP**

**A. Datasets**

1) **UvA-NEMO Smile Database:** We evaluate the performance of our proposed age estimation architecture on the UvA-NEMO Smile Database, which was collected to analyze the temporal dynamics of spontaneous/pose smiles for different ages [54]. The database is composed of 1240 smile videos (597 spontaneous and 643 posed) recorded from 400 subjects (185 female and 215 male). The involved subjects span an age interval ranging from 8 to 76 years. Figure 2(a) presents the age and gender distribution.
To collect posed smiles, each subject was asked to pose a smile as realistically as possible. Spontaneous smile was elicited by short and funny video segments. For each subject, approximately five minutes of recordings were made and the genuine smiles were then segmented. A balanced number of spontaneous and posed smiles are selected and annotated by the consensus of two trained annotators for each subject. Each segment of video starts/ends with neutral or near-neutral expressions.

2) UvA-NEMO Disgust Database: To evaluate the proposed approach for other facial expressions, we use the UvA-NEMO Disgust Database [10] that has been recorded during the acquisition of the UvA-NEMO Smile Database using the same recording/illumination setup. The database consists of the (posed) disgust expressions of 324 subjects (152 female, 172 male), where 313 of these subjects are also included in the 400 subjects of the UvA-NEMO Smile Database. For each subject, one or two posed disgust expressions were selected and annotated by seeking consensus of two trained annotators. Each of the segmented disgust expressions starts and ends with neutral or near-neutral expressions. The resulting database has 518 posed disgust videos. Subjects’ ages vary from 8 to 76 years as shown in Figure 2(b).

B. Tracking and Alignment of Faces

To normalize face images in terms of rotation and scale, 68 landmarks on facial boundary (17 points), eyes & eyebrows (22 points), nose (9 points), and mouth (20 points) regions are tracked using a state-of-the-art tracker [55]. The tracker employs an extended version of Constrained Local Neural Fields (CLNF) [56], where individual point distribution and patch expert models are learned for eyes, lips and eyebrows. Detected points by individual models are then fit to a joint point distribution model. To handle pose variations, CLNF employs a 3D latent representation of facial landmarks.

The movement of the tracked landmarks is smoothed by the 4253H-twice method [57] to reduce the tracking noise. Then, each face image (in videos) is warped onto a frontal average face shape using a piecewise linear warping. Notice that the landmark points are in the same location for each of the warped/normalized faces. Such a shape normalization is applied to obtain (pixel-to-pixel) comparable face images regardless of expression or identity variations. The obtained images are cropped around the facial boundary and eyebrows, and scaled so as to have a resolution of $114 \times 114$ pixels. Images are then converted to gray scale.

C. Settings

Following the experimental setup of Dibeklioğlu et al. [10], we apply a 10-fold cross-validation testing scheme with the same data split to conduct experiments. There is no subject overlap between folds. Each time one fold is used as test data and the other 9 folds are used to train and validate the model. The parameters are optimized independently of test data. For the recurrent dynamic module, the number of hidden units is tuned by selecting the best configuration from the set \{128, 256, 512\} using a validation set. To prevent over-fitting, we adopt Dropout [58] in both the convolutional networks and the recurrent networks and we augment the loss function with L2-regularization terms. Two dropout values, one for the recurrent dynamic module and one for the convolutional appearance module, are validated from the option set \{0, 1e$^{-4}$, 3e$^{-4}$, 5e$^{-4}$, 1e$^{-3}$, 3e$^{-3}$, 5e$^{-3}$\}. We perform gradient descent optimization using RMSprop [59]. The gradients are clipped between $-5$ and $5$ [60] to avoid potential gradient explosion.

V. Experiments

We first investigate the different mechanisms to implement spatial attention and validate the advantages of our proposed spatially-indexed mechanism over other options. Then we present the qualitative and quantitative evaluation on our model respectively, especially to validate the functionality of each module. Subsequently, we compare our model with state-of-the-art methods. Specifically, we make a statistical analysis on predicted error distributions to investigate the difference between the method based on the handcrafted features and our method with automatically learned features. Finally, we evaluate our model on disgust expression to test the generalization of our model to other facial expressions.

A. Investigation of Spatial Attention Modules

We first conduct experiments to investigate the effectiveness of the proposed spatially-indexed attention mechanism compared to other options for the spatial attentions module. Then we illustrate the effect of position where the spatial attention module is inserted in the convolutional appearance module.

1) Comparison of Different Spatial Attention Mechanisms:

We propose a spatially-indexed attention mechanism indicated in Equation (1) to model the spatial attention weight $\alpha$. In order to validate the design motivation behind it, we investigate the difference of four different mechanisms:

- **Spatially-agnostic** mechanism: both $W$ in the first layer and $u$ in the second layer are shared across all entries of the feature map, which is the typical attention model [11].
- **Fully spatially-indexed** mechanism: both the transformation weights $W$ and $u$ are individually designed for each entry of the feature map.
- **Mediate spatially-indexed** mechanism: the first layer shares the transformation weights $W$ while the second layer model each entry by individual weight $u$.
- **Spatially-indexed** mechanism (adopted by our model): the weight $W$ of the first layer is individually designed and the weight $u$ in the second layer is shared.

Figure 3 presents the qualitative comparison between these four mechanisms. For each group of images, we first visualize the learned spatial attention weights for each option directly (the middle plot of each group), then we up-sample it back to the initial size of the input image by a Gaussian filter (the last plot of each group). This allows us to visualize the receptive field of attention.

It shows that the attention distribution of the spatially-agnostic mechanism appears blurred and less
Table I shows the mean absolute error (in years) for four different spatial attention mechanisms on the UVA-NEMO smile database.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attention Mechanism</th>
<th>MAE (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatially-agnostic</td>
<td>4.95 ±5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully spatially-indexed</td>
<td>4.94 ±5.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mediate spatially-indexed</td>
<td>5.01 ±5.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatially-indexed</td>
<td>4.74 ±5.70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the latter convolutional layers output feature maps with larger receptive fields for each entry than the previous layers, which leads to more overlapping receptive fields of adjacent entries. As a result, each spatial attention weight also corresponds to a larger receptive field in the input image. Figure 4 shows the learned spatial attention weights after inserting the spatial attention module after different convolutional layers. In the case that the spatial attention is placed after the first layer, the distribution of learned attention weights is very noisy. This is because the small receptive fields of each attention weight results in excessively fine-grained modeling, which causes over-fitting. In contrast, placing the spatial attention module after the third convolutional layer generates more coarse and less contrasting attention weight distributions, which weakens the effect of the spatial attention module. We achieve a good balance by inserting the spatial attention module after the second convolutional layer, as shown in Figure 4.

3) Investigation of Internal Scheme of Spatial Attention Module: To investigate whether the first layer of the spatially-indexed attention module is able to capture the local detailed variation as we expect, we attempt to make a visualization on the learned weights of the first attention layer. Since the output of the first attention layer in Equation 1 is a 3D tensor with dimensions $M \times N \times d$, i.e., each pixel in the feature map of size $M \times N$ is a $d$-dim vector, it is hard to visualize the learned weights directly. Instead, we first perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the learned attention weights.
Fig. 5. The visualization of the learned attention weights of the first spatially-indexed attention layer. The Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is performed on the 256-dimension attention weights for each pixel of the attention map. The first 3 principle components (PC) which accounts for 55% variance are visualized.

Fig. 6. Mean absolute error (years) for different functional modules on the UvA-NEMO smile database.

then we visualize the first 3 principle components which accounts for 55% the variance.

As shown in Figure 5, the first layer of the spatially-indexed attention module tends to learn the sharp variance vertically in the feature map. The whole face is roughly divided into several vertical blocks; for instance, the PC-1 of attention weights focuses more on the area around eyes and eyebrows. Resulting vertical clusters of attention scores may be explained by the horizontally-symmetric appearance of faces.

B. Quantitative Evaluation of Functionality of Each Module

Next we perform the quantitative evaluation on the four functional modules of our module, by evaluating the functionality of each module and the contribution it makes to performance of the whole architecture. To this end, we conduct ablation experiments which begin with the single convolutional appearance module in the system and then incrementally augments the system by one module at a time. When we only employ the convolutional appearance module (without modeling dynamics) in our system, we perform age estimation on each single image in the video and then average the predicted results as the final age estimation. Figure 6 presents the performance of all ablation experiments.

The individual convolutional appearance module in the system achieves an age estimation performance of 5.13 years’ mean absolute error (MAE), which is an encouraging result considering the fact that it only performs appearance learning (without any dynamics information involved for age estimation). More detailed comparisons to handcrafted features are made in Table III presented in subsequent Section V-D. Equipping the system with the recurrent dynamic module results in 4.93 years’ MAE, which indicates that the dynamics learning by recurrent dynamic module makes a substantial improvement. Subsequently, the spatial attention module is added into the system to capture the spatial salience in each facial image, and the MAE is decreased to 4.81 years. We will present a qualitative visualization of learned spatial attention salience in Section V-E.1 and Figure 9. Finally, including the temporal attention module, leading to our full end-to-end system, results in the best performance with 4.74 years’ MAE.

It should be mentioned that the power of the temporal attention module is actually not fully exploited, since this data has been segmented to retain the smile phase mostly. Most of irrelevant segments before and after the smile have been removed. The temporal attention module will be shown qualitatively to be capable of capturing the key smile segment precisely in Section V-E.2 and Figure 10. Hence more improvement by the temporal attention module is expectable given temporally noisier data.

C. Effect of Temporal Phases

A facial expression consists of three non-overlapping temporal phases, namely: 1) the onset (neutral to expressive), 2) apex, and 3) offset (expressive to neutral), respectively. To understand the informativeness of different temporal phases in age estimation, we evaluate the accuracy on each temporal phase using our model pre-trained on the whole expression (from the beginning of onset to the end of offset).

As shown in Table II, the apex phase contributes most to the task of age estimation. It is reasonable since smiling faces tend to contain more discriminative features like wrinkles than other phases. It is also consistent with the distribution of temporal attention weights showed in Section V-E.2 and Figure 10. As expected, the combined use of consecutive phases leads to a better performance since these phases have different temporal dynamics and appearance patterns that can provide additional information. Therefore, we may claim that our approach can still be used (with a relative decrease in accuracy) even if the whole duration of an expression is not captured.

D. Comparison to Other Methods

Next, the model is compared with existing methods for age estimation, that can be applied to sequential images (videos). According to the mechanism of the feature design, these baseline methods can be classified into four categories as listed in Table III:
TABLE III
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (YEARS) FOR DIFFERENT METHODS ON THE UVA-NEMO SMILE DATABASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MAE (years) for Different Age Ranges</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spatio-temporal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEF, Fusion [10]</td>
<td>3.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP, Neutral [10]</td>
<td>3.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CNNs</td>
<td>2.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance+Dynamics</td>
<td>3.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LBP+Dynamics [10]</td>
<td>3.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIAM (Our model)</td>
<td>1.79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **Spatio-temporal**: Hadid et al. [43] propose to employ the spatio-temporal information for classifying age intervals. Particularly, they extract volume LBP (VLBP) features and feed them to a tree of four SVM classifiers. Another method using spatio-temporal information is proposed to extract the LBP histograms from Three Orthogonal Planes (LBP-TOP): XY (two spatial dimensions in a single image), XT (X dimension in the image and temporal space T) and YT [61]. Thus the information in temporal domain is utilized together with information in spatial image domain. These two spatio-temporal methods are implemented for age estimation as baselines by Dibeklioğlu et al. [10], from where we report the results.

- **Appearance + Dynamics**: Dibeklioğlu et al. [10] is the first study which leverages both the facial dynamics and appearance information for age estimation. They propose several handcrafted dynamics features specifically for facial expressions and combine them with appearance features to perform age estimation through a hierarchical architecture. They combine their dynamics features with four different kinds of appearance descriptors in their system. Among them we select two combinations with the best performance as our baselines: dynamics + IEF (Intensity-based encoded aging features [24]) and dynamics + LBP (local binary patterns) [16].

- **Dynamics**: We incorporate the baseline models using sole dynamics information. Following Dibeklioğlu et al. [10], we compare the deformation-based features and the displacement dynamics features [9].

- **Appearance**: We also compare our method to appearance-based approaches that solely employ IEF and LBP features [10], where (1) the neutral version estimates the age on the first frame of a smile onset (neutral face); (2) the fusion version averages age estimates from the first and the last frame of a smile onset (a neutral and an expressive face, respectively) for the final prediction. Furthermore, we evaluate a modified version of our method that uses only convolutional appearance module.

1) **Performance Comparison**: Table III shows the mean absolute errors (MAE) obtained by four categories of age estimation methods mentioned before. Our model achieves the best performance considering all the age ranges with the minimum MAE of 4.74 years. While spatio-temporal methods perform worst, the methods utilizing both appearance and dynamics are more accurate than the methods based on sole appearance or dynamics. It illustrates the importance of both appearance and dynamics to the task of age estimation.

In particular, the performance of our model is better than the other two methods using both appearance and dynamics: **IEF+Dynamics** and **LBP+Dynamics** [10]. Figure 7 shows the success rate as a function of the MAE for these three methods. For age deviations up to nine years, our model outperforms the other two methods. For larger age deviations, the model is slightly worse. Our model suffers from some severe estimation...
errors on a few samples. These samples appear to be from the high-age groups, where our model is severely hampered by the low sample size in these groups. Figure 2 and Table III both show that the number of samples in these age ranges is much less than that in the younger age ranges. Compared to handcrafted features used in IEF + Dynamics and LBP + Dynamics [10], the convolutional appearance module and recurrent dynamic module in our model require more training data.

2) The Effect of Training Size per Age: To investigate the effect of training size per age on the performance of three Appearance + Dynamics models, we conduct experiments where the data are reduced by removing ages for which a low number of samples are available. The results are presented in Figure 8. The experiments begin with the case that all the samples involved (threshold = 1). As the threshold (minimum number of samples) is increased, the performance gap between our model and the other methods becomes larger: the MAE of our model decreases much faster than the other two methods and the variance also drops deeply at the beginning of the curve. A t-test shows that our model significantly outperforms other methods when the threshold on the number of sample is larger than 5 ($p < 0.01$). They are actually quite encouraging results, since these results in turn indicate that larger data tend to explore more potential of our model and make it more promising than the other two methods on the task of age estimation.

E. Qualitative Evaluation of Attention Modules

In this section, we qualitatively evaluate the spatial attention module and temporal attention module by visualizing the learned attention weights.

1) Spatial Attention Module: In Figure 9, three sample images are presented to visualize the results of spatial attention module. For this module the optimal configuration is used: it uses the spatially-indexed mechanism and includes the spatial attention module after the second convolutional layer. The images on the left are the original inputs, the images in the middle are heat maps of the attention values, and the images on the right are up-scaled heat maps to the original resolution. These heat images show that our spatial attention module is able to not only discriminate the core facial region from the background accurately, but also capture the salient parts inside the facial region. Specifically, the area under eyes, nasal bridge, two nasolabial folds, and area around mouth (especially mentolabial sulcus) are detected as the salient parts. It is reasonable since these areas tend to generate wrinkles easily when smiling, which are discriminative features for the task of age estimation.

2) The Temporal Attention Module: To demonstrate the temporal salience detection, the learned temporal attention weights for several representative frames from two video samples are shown in Figure 10. Each row shows the smile progression from a neutral state to smiling and back to neutral. For the neutral faces at the beginning, our module predicts very small temporal attention weights. As the degree of smiling increases, the attention weight goes up accordingly, until to the peak value. It should be noted that the attention value grows rapidly with the appearance of the two nasolabial folds, which is consistent with the facial salience captured by the spatial attention module (shown in Figure 10). Then the attention value decreases with the recession of smiling.
Fig. 10. The visualization of learned temporal attention weights for examples from test set of UvA-NEMO smile database. Higher bar indicates larger attention weight. The attention weight is indicated for representative frames. Our temporal attention modules is able to cut off neutral faces in the beginning phase of the smiling and assign higher value to frames with higher degree of smiling. Note that attention weights for all frames in a video are normalized (Equation 4) to make them sum up to 1. The red dash line indicates the maximum value of attention weights.

TABLE IV
MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (YEARS) FOR DIFFERENT METHODS ON THE UvA-NEMO DISGUST DATABASE AND THE POSED UvA-NEMO SMILE DATABASE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Database</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>MAE (years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Posed Disgust</td>
<td>IEF+Dynamics [10]</td>
<td>5.06 (±4.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBP+Dynamics [10]</td>
<td>5.19 (±4.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIAM (Our model)</td>
<td>6.96 (±7.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posed Smile</td>
<td>IEF+Dynamics [10]</td>
<td>4.91 (±4.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LBP+Dynamics [10]</td>
<td>5.16 (±4.30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIAM (Our model)</td>
<td>6.41 (±6.65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the value still retains a relatively high value at the last frame. It is partially because the hidden representation of the last frames contains the information of all previous frames as well as key frames about smiling, hence they are still helpful for age estimation. Besides, the smile videos in the given database do not end with a perfectly neutral face. Otherwise, the attention weight would continuously decrease for the latter neutral faces.

F. Application to Disgust Expression

To evaluate whether the proposed approach can be generalized to other facial expressions, we conduct experiments on the UvA-NEMO Disgust Database, which is composed of posed disgust expressions. Please note that the UvA-NEMO Smile and Disgust databases are the only facial expression video databases for age estimation.

Table IV presents the mean absolute errors (MAE) by our model as well as the state-of-the-art methods that handcraft several facial dynamics features and combine them with IEF [24] and LBP [16] appearance features. Unexpectedly, our model performs worse than the state-of-the-art methods, which is in contrast to the experimental results on the UvA-NEMO smile database shown in Table III. We consider two underlying reasons leading to poor performance of our model on disgust database. The disgust database consists of 518 videos, which is only around half size of the smile database but shares the same age interval. It is revealed in Section V-D.2 that the training size per age significantly affects the performance of our model, which in turn explains that the poor performance of our model on the disgust database may be caused by the limited training data size. Besides, it is important to note that the carefully designed handcrafted features used in the competitor methods do not require large-scale training data since they rely on priori knowledge from the literature. Thus, we may claim that it is not fair to directly compare handcrafted features with deep models using relatively small training data.

Secondly, the disgust database has only posed expressions while the smile database consists of both spontaneous and posed expressions. One may speculate that the posed expressions are not as discriminative as the spontaneous ones for age estimation. However, [9] reports a better age estimation performance for posed expressions. Therefore, to further assess the negative effect of small data size by discarding the probable influence of expression spontaneity, we split the UvA-NEMO Smile Database into the spontaneous and posed smile sets, and evaluate our model solely using the posed set (643 posed smiles). Table IV shows that our model performs much worse on the posed smiles (MAE = 6.41 years) in comparison to the whole (spontaneous + posed) smile dataset (MAE = 4.74 years). This result is consistent with our conjecture. Hence, we can claim that the performance our model achieves on the UvA-NEMO Disgust Database is reasonable due to the small data size, and a significant accuracy improvement can be achieved using a larger training set.

VI. Conclusion

In this work, we present an attended end-to-end model for age estimation from facial expression videos. The model employs convolutional networks to learn the effective appearance features and feed them into recurrent networks to learn the temporal dynamics. Furthermore, both a spatial attention mechanism and a temporal attention mechanism are added to
the model. The spatial attention can be integrated seamlessly into the convolutional layers to capture the salient facial regions in each single image, while the temporal attention is incorporated in recurrent networks to capture the salient temporal frames. The whole model can be trained readily in an end-to-end manner. Provided that a sufficient number of samples are available for training, we show the strong performance of our model on a large smile database. Specifically, our model makes a substantial improvement over the state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, we assess the applicability of the proposed method for disgust expression.

In future work, we aim to leverage the pre-trained convolutional neural networks on large image data for the appearance learning instead of training our convolutional appearance module from scratch. This would not only accelerate the training speed but also allows employing quite deeper architectures and abundant existing image data to improve the performance of the appearance learning.
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